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Our online call will be early again - 9:30am. We will be focusing on Act 1 scene 3 of 'Macbeth' when the witches make another appearance. Macbeth and Banquo encounter them on 
the heath where they have a conversation with these three hags. If there is time, we will look at the spell the witches chant later on in the play.

As always complete the Ninja's before the session and we will go through the answers. Mymaths is always Monday-Sunday - though if you are attending the UK maths challenge 
please don't worry about doing this. The skills check now has a link in the description, follow this for this weeks skills check. Finally there is an assignment on ratio. We will go 
through this within the session so stay online!

Set Monday, due Thursday: Continuing on from last week, Year 7s will be working on two tasks each week from Drama. One will be working on their poem for the annual Daisy 
Hardy Competition, the other will be taking part in the Summer Drama Challenges series. For the Summer Drama Challenges, each week the pupils must take part in one of the 
Drama challenges (more details on the PowerPoint attached to the assignment). They must complete 10 points worth of challenges each week, the top three each week will receive 
a commendation and the winner overall will receive an academic award and an edible reward of their choice. Good luck! 

Set Monday, due Thursday: Continuing on with the topic 'Careers in Music', this week you will be focussing on the role of an promoter and will have three tasks to complete in the 
Teams Assignments area. There are more details on the actual assignment, but this task should take roughly 1 hour to complete, you may then use your final 20 minutes of the 
lesson to complete one of the extension tasks (either practical or listening related). Your work for BOTH Music and Drama should be submitted by Thursday 25th June to the 
Assignments area and I will be providing feedback by the time you have your next lesson. There will be a group chat at 1:30pm to make sure you all understand what you have to do 
and can ask any questions. I will also be available on chat during Tuesday 1-3 and also my twilight session (Wednesday 4pm-6pm).

PHOTOGRAPHY CHALLENGE - WATER. Set by Lydia Batty, Art Leader Y12. Using the inspiration of water, this week you have a photography challenge. You can use a phone or camera 
and take either still photos or a short fim, even an animation. Whichever way you decide the theme must be WATER. This is your last chance to get into the final virtual exhibition of 
the school year so get creative. Don't forget you can research inspiration from the internet and you have until the end of your last Art lesson to complete the challenge. Good luck 
everyone.

Subjects

This week, examine your mould - has anything happened? Write up your experiment. Unpress your pressed flowers and assemble them into your scrap book. Name each one with 
the names you found two weeks ago. Then present what you've done on Thursday afternoon during our chat.  If you've missed any other task so far, finish it ths week too.

Please remember to submit your rain forest presentations before next Friday. We will be looking at what we can do to protect the rainforests and raise awareness.

Having studied last week the relationship between England and Wales during the Middle Ages, this week pupils will study how relations between England and Scotland developed 
and why Scotland remained a quite separate, independent kingdom during this period.

This week we will consolidate our learning over the term. There will be a lesson at 11.15am on Wednesday morning (45 mins). We will be using Quizlet and LGym and there will be 
an activity to complete on Quizlet in your own time. (25-30 mins) Work to be comppleted by Monday 4pm

Continue the Scratch "Space Invaders" game we started last week.  Earlier meeting at 10am on Fri 26/6. Deadline Wed 1/7.

This week, year 7 will learn how to say why they do / like things (“I ride my bike every day because it is fun”) Online tutorial is on Wednesday at 10am (ca.40 minutes), hand in all 
work by Monday, 4pm. 


